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Music has the power to heal diseases. Music therapy is becoming more popular these days
because of its magical power to cure illness. How music can alter our mood? Music has the power
to express our feelings and emotions in a melodious and pleasant way. This soothes our mind and
feelings. We feel relaxed and peaceful. Music has varied genres and people enjoy it according to
their taste. Music is expressive and its aim is to touch the listenerâ€™s heart.

Many entertainment service providers like Cox communication had included a number of music
channels with each package. If you check the tailor made television packages, then you can see at
least one music channel with each package. Like food to health, music can be considered to be
food to soul.

What are the different music genres?

Rock music- One type of music that it quite popular nowadays is rock music. The music has its
origin in the United Kingdom and the United States. The pillar behind rock music is the rock and roll
music of 1940s. The country music also contributed much to the rock music. Rock music is a song
based music with a 4/4 beat. The whole music is centered on the electric guitar. The lyrics of rock
music usually stress romantic love, though it also addresses other theme that has some influence
on the society. Rock music got its popularity with its emphasis on the musicianship and the live
performance.

Classical music- This is a little complicated form of music that includes various ragas and rhythm. It
encompasses many styles and is a traditional form of music. Once should require years to become
a good classical musician. Some of the most recognizable styles in classical music are symphony,
opera, chamber music, the madrigal and the Mass. Classical music became popular among people
from mid 1700 onwards. Some of the famous composers of that period are Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven and Mendelssohn. Only a well trained musician can give a better performance.

Metal Music- Metal music was derived from rock music. The music became popular after the
Second World War. There is a basic difference between the rock music and the metal music. In rock
music the theme and lyrics decide the tune, while in metal music the melody decides the flow and
the structure of the song. Heavy metal music can be easily recognized by dense bass and jazz
sound, loudly played guitars and vigorous vocals. In most of the metal songs, the rhythm will be
emphatic and will be mixed with deliberate stress. Most people enjoy watching live show of metal
music, rather than recorded version.

Hip-hop music- This music has its roots in African-American and West African music. Earlier this
music was played by travelling singers and poets of western side of Africa. Later it spread to both
urban and sub-urban communities around the world.

Hip hop music get its life and authenticity after DJs isolated the percussion break from disco and
funk music for audience to dance. We can see Jamaican musicâ€™s heavy influence on hip hop music.
Major instruments used in hip hop music include guitar, violin, piano, bass and drums. A
combination of these musical instruments can show different feelings in a differentially arranged
manner.

Trance music- This form of music is performed in discotheques and club houses. This music is
characterized by fast tempo and repeated beats. For the music, the tempo will be generally between
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250 and 150 per beat. This music has the capacity to mesmerize a folk. Those who come to clubs
and discotheques to spend their time, trance music can really enchant them.
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